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Abstract
The ubiquity and durability of lithic artifacts inform archaeologists about important dimensions of human
behavioral variability. Despite their importance, lithic artifacts can be problematic to study because lithic ana-
lysts differ widely in their theoretical approaches and the data they collect. The extent to which differences in
lithic data relate to prehistoric behavioral variability or differences between archaeologists today remains
incompletely known. We address this issue with the most extensive lithic replicability study yet, involving
11 analysts, 100 unmodified flakes, and 38 ratio, discrete, and nominal attributes. We use mixture models
to show strong inter-analyst replicability scores on several attributes, making them well suited to comparative
lithic analyses. Based on our results, we highlight 17 attributes that we consider reliable for compiling datasets
collected by different individuals for comparative studies. Demonstrating this replicability is a crucial first
step in tackling more general problems of data comparability in lithic analysis and lithic analyst’s ability
to conduct large-scale meta-analyses.

Resumen
La ubicuidad y la durabilidad de los artefactos líticos le da a los arqueólogos datos importantes sobre las
dimensiones de la variabilidad del comportamiento humano. A pesar de su importancia, los artefactos
líticos pueden ser problemáticos de estudiar ya que los especialistas en lítica difieren ampliamente en sus
enfoques teóricos y en los datos que recogen. Si las diferencias en los datos líticos reflejan la variabilidad
en el comportamiento prehistórico, o por el contrario están ligadas a las diferencias entre los arqueólogos
que los estudian hoy es una cuestión aún parcialmente desconocida. Abordamos esta problemática con el
estudio de replicabilidad lítica más amplio realizado hasta la fecha, incluyendo 11 especialistas, 100 lascas
y 38 atributos continuos, discretos y nominales. Usando modelos de mezcla presentamos altos resultados
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de replicabilidad entre los especialistas participantes sobre algunos atributos, lo que los hace adecuados para
análisis líticos comparativos. Basados en nuestros resultados evidenciamos 17 atributos que consideramos
fiables cuando recopilamos conjuntos de datos recogidos por diferentes individuos para análisis comparati-
vos. Demostrar esta replicabilidad es un primer paso crucial para abordar problemas más generales de com-
parabilidad de datos en análisis líticos y la posibilidad de conducir meta-análisis a gran escala combinando
múltiples conjuntos de datos.

Keywords: stone tools; attribute analysis; inter-analyst replicability

Palabras clave: herramientas líticas; análisis de atributos; replicabilidad entre especialistas en lítica

Comparative research greatly benefits Paleolithic archaeologists because of the field’s vast temporal and
spatial remit. However, comparative research requires datasets in which researchers know that the indi-
vidual data points are robust, repeatable, and comparable; that is, data are collected similarly and com-
pared against similar standards. Notably, such studies must recognize the error and uncertainty
involved in specific types of data and the way they are collected. While archaeologists working with
large datasets of published radiometric dates acknowledge this issue (Carleton and Groucutt 2021;
Mauz et al. 2021; Scott et al. 2018; Stewart et al. 2021), lithic analysts have yet to deal with these issues
systematically.

Stone tools are durable and ubiquitous, and they tend to pattern in space and time.
Comparative lithic analysis therefore remains, and must remain, a cornerstone for understanding
human behavioral evolution and the evolution of technology. Yet, to achieve this potential, stone
tool analysts need to know the comparability of their units of analysis. Data incongruence is a signifi-
cant problem given that stone tools make up most or all the archaeological record for a span of approx-
imately 3–2 million years, particularly in Africa (Harmand et al. 2015; Shea 2016).

In lithic studies, researchers from different backgrounds often take different conceptual approaches
to their analyses. They may record different kinds of data entirely, or even similar types of essential
information in different ways (e.g., Andrefsky 2005; Holdaway and Stern 2004; Shea 2013; Van Peer
1992). For example, proponents of the chaîne opératoire approach generally focus on qualitative
classification of tool production systems, whereas analysts in the Americanist attribute-based
system often pursue quantitative measures of reduction intensity. This difference is true even for
seemingly simple attributes such as “length,” for which multiple definitions exist. Andrefsky
(2005:100), for example, shows how analysts can measure flake length in at least two different ways: as
a line perpendicular to the striking platform width or as the maximum distance from the proximal to
the distal end along a line perpendicular to the striking platform width. Dogandžić et alia (2015) show
that calculations of flake edge length and surface areas based on datasets where analysts recorded length
using different methods are prone to large variance and errors. If variance exists in measuring even these
basic lithic attributes, it is obvious that problems will arise when constructing and comparing lithics with
large datasets generated by multiple analysts and analytical approaches.

Comparative lithic analysis aims to achieve high consistency and low error rates when recording and
measuring attributes on lithic artifacts between observers. Increasing such inter-analyst replicability is
a goal common to all empirical sciences. A lack of clear standards for assessing data quality and rep-
licability has led to the recent “reproducibility crisis” (Baker 2016). Even though the importance of
analytical standardization is undisputed, there are surprisingly few studies explicitly tackling
analyst-induced variance in lithic technological analyses (Conard et al. 2004; Tixier 1963).
Exceptions exist in the field of lithic use-wear (Crowther and Haslam 2007; Newcomer et al. 1986;
Rots et al. 2006; Wadley et al. 2004), but these studies focus on tool use rather than lithic
production strategies.

Researchers followed classic inter-analyst replicability studies by Fish (1978), Wilmsen and Robert
(1978), and Dibble and Bernard (1980), with a limited number of more recent assessments for quan-
tifying the effect of different observers on lithic data quality. Table 1 summarizes the most relevant
studies for lithic analyses focused on assessing the extent, source, and relevance of inter-analyst
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Table 1. Summary of Previous Lithic Inter-Analyst Replicability Studies. All numerical values are counts.

Study Observers Lithics Attributes Attributes Attribute Classes

Fish 1978 3 25 6 Maximum length, technological length, width, thickness, striking platform angle,
dorsal cortex

Ratio

Wilmsen and Robert 1978 4 4 8 Length, width, thickness, platform thickness, flake angle, cutting edge angle,
distal edge angle, left lateral edge angle, right lateral edge angle

Ratio

Dibble and Bernard 1980 6 29 1 Edge angle (comparison of 4 different methods to measure edge angle) Ratio

Perpére 1986 3 198 1 Levallois (Y/N) Nominal

Boyd 1987 3 246 3 Working edge type, technological class, raw material type Nominal

Calogero 1992 5 17 1 Raw material type Nominal

Gnaden and Holdaway 2000 15 211 9 Length, width, thickness, platform thickness, platform width, termination type,
cortex, platform type, artifact form

Ratio and
nominal

Lycett et al. 2006 2 3 3 Length, width, thickness (all at 10% increments) Ratio

Mackay 2008 7 58 1 Blade (Y/N) Nominal

Driscoll 2011 47 20 5 Flake type, core type, debitage type, fragmentation, retouch type Nominal

Proffitt and de la Torre 2014 4 765 9 Technological category, platform cortex, platform facets, knapping accidents,
step scars, dorsal surface cortex, number of dorsal negatives, direction of
dorsal negatives, Toth flake category

Ratio and
nominal

Timbrell et al. 2022 7 6 5 Maximum dimension, width, thickness, shape (22 GMM) Ratio

Pargeter et al. (this study) 11 100 38 This article Supplementary Table 2 Ratio, discrete,
and nominal

Note: All numerical values are counts.
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replicability. Principally, all studies in Table 1 found that replicability between analysts is an issue—
larger than generally anticipated and with important ramifications for subsequent interpretations.
Problems included measuring basic dimensions such as flake length, seemingly straightforward assess-
ments such as counting the number of flake dorsal negative scars, and more complex inferences such
as identifying whether a flake belongs to a specific technological system. Previous studies have a gen-
erally low number of examined attributes (median = 4; range = 1–9), a low number of observers
(median = 5; range = 2–47, mostly from a close group of coworkers and students), and small lithic sam-
ples (Table 1). For the sake of this article, we exclude inter-analyst use-wear studies. As a result, we still
lack the following:

• Quantitative measures for inter-analyst variability in lithic studies
• Tests to better understand the causes of inter-analyst differences
• Recommendations for fixing issues in inter-analyst replicability

We assembled the “Comparative Analyses of Middle Stone Age Artifacts in Africa” (CoMSAfrica;
Will et al. 2019) group to address these issues with specific reference to the African Middle Stone Age
(MSA), but the group immediately recognized that the problems of lithic inter-analyst
replicability extend well beyond any time or place. In this article, we report on the group’s first of
three inter-analyst replicability studies, with this one focused on unretouched lithic flakes. We present
data showing possible reasons for poor inter-analyst reliability on some of our attributes, and we sug-
gest ways to improve the replicability of future lithic attribute analyses.

The CoMSAfrica Project

The CoMSAfrica project started as a three-day workshop at Harvard University (USA) in 2018
(Will et al. 2019). The workshop brought together 12 international lithic analysts (see author list)
from seven countries working in different periods and regions of Africa, with varied methodological
backgrounds (e.g., chaîne opératoire and attribute analysis) and levels of seniority (full professor to
PhD student). The group aimed to compare African MSA lithic assemblages at the initial workshop.
The project’s long-term objective is to use African MSA lithic assemblages in comparative
continental-scale studies to unpack spatial and temporal variation among Pleistocene H. sapiens
populations.

Intense discussions at the initial meeting in 2018 made it clear that our initial goals were too ambi-
tious and that any continental-scale comparisons were impossible until we understood differences in
how group members recorded their lithic data. In 2018, we established a minimum number of attri-
butes that each group member currently used or considered useful for reliable comparative analysis.
We initially focused on unretouched flakes because they form the dominant category of all lithic
assemblages and they carry important information about lithic production methods, techniques,
and reduction intensity. This study forms the basis for working toward other future studies
involving cores and retouched tools.

To maximize replicability, the group derived a set of definitions for each attribute from existing lit-
erature and lithic recording systems used by the project’s members and others (e.g., Scerri et al. 2014;
Shea 2013; Tostevin 2012; Wilkins et al. 2017). Again, although the group focuses on African MSA
lithic assemblages, our current protocols relate to issues faced by lithic analysts working at almost
any time or location.

In this study, we address the following seven research questions that arose from the process of data
exploration:

(1) Which lithic attributes are analysts able to code more reliably, and which are they able to code
less reliably?

(2) Does limiting the number of possible attribute states impact inter-analyst replicability?
(3) Do specific flake characteristics (i.e., differences in flake shape, etc.) impact inter-analyst

replicability?
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(4) Does the inclusion of images in definitions impact inter-analyst replicability?
(5) What degree of measurement precision is realistic in lithic analysis?
(6) Do differences in lithic flaking systems impact inter-analyst replicability?
(7) Do the analyst’s experience and training impact inter-analyst replicability?

Methods and Materials

This study included lithic analysts from diverse research traditions and with varying levels of experi-
ence. We intentionally included multiple backgrounds to provide a wide range of inputs into the
recording system and to avoid the false positives that might result when related analysts confront
diverse sets of attributes. The study used alpha-numeric analyst IDs to ensure each analyst’s anonym-
ity. We asked analysts to list their years of experience conducting lithic analysis and to rate their train-
ing using chaîne opératoire and quantitative methods on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = lowest, 5 = highest).
The group averaged 18.5 years of experience (median = 13, range = 9–58), 3.2 on the self-reported
quantitative training scale (median = 3, range = 1–5), and 3.5 on the self-reported chaîne opératoire
training scale (median = 3.5, range = 2–5; see Supplemental Table 1).

After presenting their existing recording systems, the participants selected a common subset of attri-
butes for this study. In subsequent discussions, all participants jointly agreed on a definition for each of
the study’s attributes. This approach ensured that the recording system represented the group’s training
backgrounds and experience levels. All attributes had to satisfy one common criterion: participants
accepted them as potentially useful for studying African MSA human behavioral variability. The
group selected 38 attributes for this study (see Supplemental Table 1).

The Flake Attributes

We divide our attributes into three broad classes:

(1) Ratio-scale attributes (n = 17): analysts recorded measurements on the flakes (e.g., flake length,
width, thickness, and mass). Ratio-scales refer to data with a true zero and equal intervals
between neighboring points.

(2) Discrete-scale attributes (n = 5): analysts counted attribute expressions as whole numbers (e.g.,
dorsal scar counts).

(3) Nominal attributes (n = 16): analysts selected options from a predefined list of descriptive
characteristics (e.g., platform types). Analysts use nominal scales to label attributes with no
quantitative value.

During data cleaning, we edited certain text inputs to lump answers with slight variations that oth-
erwise referred to the same technological system (e.g., “Levallois variant” and “Levallois”). Following
conventions in lithic analysis, we refer to subdivisions within each attribute as “states” (also called
“expressions” or “levels”; Andrefsky 2005:65; Holdaway and Stern 2004:98). Each nominal attribute
had between three and 10 attribute states. However, we left two (“Flake type” and “Reduction system”)
as free text and open to the analysts’ unconstrained input, although in both cases, we included a range
of suggested attribute states—16 for “Flake type” and 9 for “Reduction system” (see Supplemental
Table 2). Besides these two examples, we designed the attribute states to be exhaustive and typically
provided a range of prescribed states and one “other” state. For example, the attribute “Distal plan
form” includes the states “Flat,” “Pointed,” “Rounded,” and “Irregular,” the last of which captures
all nonconforming shapes (see Supplemental Table 2).

Before the analysis, the group agreed on a textual definition for all attributes, with instructions for
their measurement. We added pictures to the definitions in some cases, particularly for size measure-
ments. Wherever possible, we sourced attribute definitions and pictures from publications (see
Supplemental Table 2). We typically did not define attribute states. The lack of a textual or “logical”
description for attribute states was not a conscious part of our research design but reflected common
practice in lithic artifact research—one that we do not recommend for future studies (see below).
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We compiled the study’s attributes into two main data recording systems. The first uses the open-
source E4 data entry program by Shannon McPherron and Harold Dibble (www.oldstoneage.com). We
used E4 to speed up data entry and reduce data entry errors. The E4 program creates conditional state-
ments that allow certain variables to be skipped based on values entered for previous variables. The
benefits of E4 over other data logging methods, such as Microsoft Excel, are that E4 prevents users
from directly accessing a project database when entering data, and it prevents users from manually
entering text inputs, which can lead to transcription errors. The program helps reduce data entry errors
and increases data entry consistency. Several analysts were, however, more comfortable using Microsoft
Excel (with a series of predefined columns and drop-down menus). This variance in the data recording
method was a poor design choice that resulted in substantial time dedicated to data cleaning (see R
code for details: https://osf.io/seh2t/?view_only=9097 ef58225b49e48f66afb220022fbf).

The Flake Assemblage

The flake assemblage comprised one raw material—chert—because its physical properties are analo-
gous to many finer-grained raw materials found in African MSA and other lithic assemblages.
Chert is also relatively fine grained, is homogenous, and fractures relatively reliably. This choice of
raw material meant that the group worked with a raw material likely to produce a high proportion
of flakes with “readable” technological characteristics.

One person (M. I. Eren) knapped all the flakes with a hard stone hammer and a direct freehand
percussion technique. He used two continuous individual reduction strategies: recurrent unidirectional
Levallois and a migrating multiplatform strategy in which he gave no platform surface preference.
Admittedly, this is a limited framework, but with the study’s otherwise complex recording methods,
we decided to simplify the technological comparisons. These two reduction strategies cover a large
amount of variance in African MSA lithic assemblages (Shea 2020) and occur in other periods and
geographical areas. They also allowed us to test the attribute system on two different, but representa-
tive, flaking variants. During the study, analysts were unaware of these assemblage differences.

Eren reduced two cores until he had produced 100 flakes from each reduction strategy, and from
these 100, we used a random number generator to select 50 flakes. The flakes, bagged separately,
were boxed for shipping to each of the study’s 11 participants. The team shared and shipped a set
of digital calipers for flake measurements and used their own scales for mass measurements.
Analysts examined the assemblages independently, without fixed protocols for lighting or the use of
magnifying lenses, among other things (cf. best practices listed in Blumenschine et al. 1996). The par-
ticipants did not know which flake assemblage corresponded to which knapping strategy. Analysts did
not discuss observations until everyone had studied all the flakes, which took about two years.

Statistical Methods

Our primary research question is this: Which attributes are analysts able to code more reliably, and
which are they able to code less reliably? To answer this question, we used replicability coefficients.
Replicability describes the relative partitioning of variance in a measurement or other assessment
into within-group and between-group sources of variance. Researchers generally refer to this measure
as inter-rater repeatability (IRR; Hallgren 2012; Stoffel et al. 2017). We use inter-analyst replicability in
this article.

We used a mixed effects model framework to estimate IRR and its uncertainty on the study’s attri-
butes using the rpt function in R version 4.0.3’s rptR package (R Core Team 2021; Stoffel et al. 2017).
Where analysts take repeated measures (e.g., quantifications of flake attributes) on the same objects
(i.e., stone flakes), replicability estimation is calculated as the variance among group means (in our
case, each flake measured 11 times) relative to the sum of group-level and data-level (individual mea-
surements) variance. We included each analyst’s anonymous ID and the two technological assemblage
codes as random effect components to estimate the replicability at the level of each flake and across
the two flaking systems. Higher replicability values show greater agreement between different analysts
(1 = perfect agreement, 0 = no agreement). We modeled ratio data (i.e., flake maximum length) as
approximating a normal distribution using rpt’s Gaussian parameter. We modeled discrete attributes
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(i.e., flake scars) using rpt’s Poisson parameter. Dorsal cortex is a proportion (scored from 0 to 1) for
which the rpt function does not yet have an inbuilt error function. Therefore, we omitted the dorsal
cortex attribute from the IRR analysis, but we discuss qualitative observations on this attribute in this
article. We also used standard deviation as a percentage of the mean for each ratio-scale attribute on
each flake to track absolute error in our measurements. This measurement allowed us to determine if
there are differences in relative (IRR) versus absolute (standard deviation as a percentage of the mean
or the coefficient of variation [CV]) inter-analyst errors on the measurements.

For our nominal data, we used the first-order agreement coefficient (AC1), where analysts classified
flake attributes into one category among a limited number of possible categories (Gwet 2008). The AC1

coefficient accounts for chance agreement between analysts in the presence of high agreement and can
handle inputs from multiple raters. We implemented the analysis using the gwet.ac1.raw function in
R’s irrCAC package. We omitted instances where analysts either did not rate a specific flake or, for
whatever reason, fewer than four analysts classified a flake. For some attributes, such as the
“Reduction system,” we ended up with 31 flakes for this attribute.

What constitutes a robust inter-analyst replicability estimate will depend on the nature of the study.
Cohen (1960) provides a general guide that we use to interpret this study’s IRR values: values ≤0 indi-
cate no agreement, 0.01–0.20 indicate none to slight, 0.21–0.40 indicate fair, 0.41–0.60 indicate mod-
erate, 0.61–0.80 indicate substantial, and 0.81–1.00 indicate strong agreement.

Our study also involved building several linear models to determine, for example, the impact of
an analyst’s prior experience on flake measurement performance. We built these models using R’s
base lm package, fitting different error functions (i.e., Gaussian and Poisson) to account for differ-
ent response variable data scales or with two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) using R’s base aov
package.

To evaluate potential causes for inter-analyst variance and whether some flakes led to a higher
inter-analyst variance, we identified flake outliers using the Interquartile Range (IQR) for each ratio
and discrete attribute. Here, a value is considered an outlier when it falls above the seventy-fifth or
below the twenty-fifth percentile by a factor of 1.5 times the IQR. Because we were only interested
in flakes with higher inter-analyst variance, we only considered outliers falling above the seventy-fifth
percentile.

Results

Supplemental Tables 3–21 provide detailed summary data for each of the 38 attributes tested in this
study. Supplemental Tables 3 and 4 document average results by analyst and flake for the ratio, dis-
crete, and nominal attributes, whereas Supplemental Tables 5–21 provide summaries of the discrete
attributes by flake. Here, we limit the results to our primary research questions.

Are Some Attributes More Replicable Than Others?

Figure 1 shows the IRR results for the study’s 17 ratio-scale attributes with 95% confidence intervals
(see Supplemental Table 3). Ten of them show strong inter-analyst measurement agreement between
the analysts. Seven measurements show less, but still substantial, agreement (IRR >0.6 and <0.8)
between the 11 analysts. These seven attributes include the four platform measurements (width and
three platform thickness measurement variants) and three technologically oriented size measurements
(thickness at the proximal end, thickness at the distal end, and width at the distal end). As expected,
flake mass showed the highest IRR values, with maximum flake dimension and technological length
showing very high IRR scores.

Figure 2 presents the CV values for each ratio-scale attribute on each flake. Our measurement CV
values show very low effective variance in the measurements (mean = 0.09, range = 0.009–0.18). The
ordering of attributes along this measure follows approximately the same pattern seen in the IRR
data (Figure 1). The results show that (a) our relative measure of error (IRR) tracks our absolute mea-
sure of error (CV), and (b) that simple measures such as CVs can trace some of the variance present in
our more complex IRR calculations. This result also reaffirms the overall strong performance of our
ratio-scale attributes.
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Figure 3 shows the IRR results for our five discrete-scale attributes tracking flake dorsal scar char-
acteristics. Three of these attributes (left sector scars, distal sector scars, and right sector scars) fall
below the substantial agreement threshold. Proximal sector scar counts show an IRR value above
the substantial agreement threshold. Total dorsal scar counts showed the highest IRR value within
the substantial agreement threshold.

Figure 4 shows the overall IRR results for the study’s 16 nominal attributes (see Supplemental
Table 4). Five of these attributes show IRR values within the strong agreement range. The top-
performing nominal attribute tracks analysts’ ability to identify basic flake fracture mechanics features
(i.e., bending, wedging, or Hertzian initiations), with the “free-text” input attributes (“Reduction sys-
tem”) also performing very well. Four nominal attributes show IRR values within the substantial agree-
ment threshold (flake termination, form, completeness, and platform lipping). Seven of these attributes
show IRR values below the substantial agreement threshold. Five lower-performing attributes relate to
flake shape characteristics (ventral plan form, distal plan form, lateral edge shape, cross-section shape,
and platform morphology).

Does Limiting the Number of Potential Attribute States Impact Inter-Analyst Replicability?

Having observed the study’s wide-ranging (and generally lower) performance for inter-analyst replica-
bility among our nominal data (Figure 4), we asked whether each attribute’s number of states among
which analysts could choose impacted some of this variability (see Supplemental Table 23).

A generalized linear model with a Poisson error parameter to account for the response variable’s
(attribute state counts) discrete scale shows a significant effect of attribute state counts on inter-analyst

Figure 1. Summary IRR data for the study’s 17 ratio-scale attributes. The dashed line indicates the cutoff for substantial
agreement among raters. All measurements fall well above the substantial agreement threshold. Error bars show 95% confi-
dence intervals.
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replicability (df = 15, p = 0.01). Nominal attributes with more states tend to show lower inter-analyst
replicability scores, whereas attributes with fewer states perform better. Three attributes (ventral
plan form, distal plan form, and flake completeness) are notable outliers. Ventral and distal plan

Figure 2. Summary showing the CV for each ratio-scale attribute on each flake. Outlier values with CV >0.5 are excluded from
this plot.

Figure 3. Summary IRR data for
the study’s discrete-scale attri-
butes. The dashed line indicates
the cutoff for substantial agree-
ment among raters. Error bars
show 95% confidence intervals.
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forms have fewer states (n = 5 and n = 4), but analysts struggled to agree on their coding (see
Supplemental Table 22). This result is likely because they require analysts to make complex decisions
about flake shape and specific flake locations. Flake completeness has more states (n = 8), but analysts
had fewer issues coding it. This is likely because the flakes in our assemblages had fewer breakages than
the average archaeological assemblage.

Do Specific Flake Characteristics Impact Inter-Analyst Replicability?

One of the more complex issues our study faced is how different attributes might interact. For
example, flake form and technological characteristics have the potential to impact the way analysts
record different measurements. Flakes with more complex platform shapes or lateral edge types
could complicate where analysts take specific measurements. This variance could impact inter-analyst
replicability and increase “systematic errors” (i.e., errors that affect the central tendency of a size mea-
surement [Gnaden and Holdaway 2000]). To examine this question more closely, we conducted
ANOVA analyses with Bonferroni corrected post hoc comparisons for all our attributes against respec-
tive IRR values for attributes measured on those flake portions. For example, we compared the IRR
values for platform measurements taken on different platform types.

Table 2 presents a subset of these results focused on attribute states that show statistically significant
IRR results for each attribute. The data show that platform types, the presence/absence of platform
cortex, flake lateral edge types, ventral plan form, and flake termination differences significantly impact
measurements taken on these flake components. This result is particularly, but not exclusively, appli-
cable to measurements of “technological” versus “maximum” dimensions. For example, lateral edge
type shows significant differences in inter-analyst replicability in technological width measurements
at the proximal and medial flake portions. Platform thickness measurements are complicated by dif-
ferent platform morphologies—especially those classed as “indeterminate”—and by the presence/
absence of platform cortex, likely caused by the gradation of the cortex into regions less clearly part

Figure 4. Summary AC1 data for attributes. The dashed line indicates the cutoff for substantial agreement among raters. Error
bars show 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 2. Summary ANOVA Results Comparing Instances Where Categorical Attribute’s IRR Values Differed Significantly Based on Comparisons with Specific Attribute States.

Attribute Comparison Measurement Est. Lower Upper Adj. P-Value

Platform morphology Indeterminate-Dihedral Platform thickness midpoint 2.36 0.00 4.72 0.04

Plain-Indeterminate Platform thickness midpoint −2.09 −4.08 −0.10 0.03

Punctiform-Indeterminate Platform thickness midpoint −2.84 −5.68 −0.01 0.04

Platform cortex Complete-Absent Platform width 7.03 2.44 11.61 <0.01

Partial-Absent Platform thickness midpoint 2.58 1.02 4.15 <0.01

Partial-Absent Platform thickness maximum 2.10 0.51 3.68 <0.01

Lateral edge type Parallel-Amorphous Technological width medial −2.98 −5.25 −0.71 <0.01

Parallel-Divergent Technological width medial −2.28 −4.17 −0.39 <0.01

Parallel-Amorphous Technological width proximal −2.64 −5.21 −0.07 0.04

Ovoid-Convergent Technological width proximal 2.96 0.07 5.85 0.04

Parallel-Ovoid Technological width proximal −3.47 −6.04 −0.90 <0.01

Parallel-Amorphous Technological width proximal −2.64 −5.21 −0.07 0.04

Ovoid-Convergent Technological width proximal 2.96 0.07 5.85 0.04

Parallel-Ovoid Technological width proximal −3.47 −6.04 −0.90 <0.01

Ventral plane form Flat-Bulbar Maximum thickness −0.46 −0.85 −0.07 0.01

Concave-Bulbar Technological maximum thickness −0.81 −1.49 −0.12 0.01

Flat-Bulbar Technological maximum thickness −0.76 −1.51 −0.01 0.04

Flake termination Overshot-Feather Technological thickness distal 2.24 0.23 4.24 0.02

Overshot-Hinge Technological thickness distal 2.76 0.69 4.84 <0.01

Note: All p-values are adjusted to account for multiple comparisons in the post hoc tests.
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of the original striking platform. Flake thickness measurements show wider variability when flakes
have larger bulbs, whereas distal thickness measurements are harder to record consistently on overshot
flakes.

Another way to address this question is to examine all flake outliers for each ratio and discrete attri-
bute to identify higher inter-analyst variance scores on specific flakes (Supplemental Table 23).
Because we could not apply a systematic method to detect discrete attribute outliers, we do not con-
sider these here (but see Supplemental Table 22 for a qualitative overview of [dis]agreement between
analysts per nominal variable). Inter-analyst replicability scores for ratio and discrete-scale attributes
were relatively high, but looking at outliers provides a means to explore potential ways of optimizing
data recording in future lithic analyses. Supplemental Table 23 summarizes the main flake
outlier characteristics for each attribute.

The qualitative assessment of flake outliers shows that some (n = 14/110 outliers) are due to high
inter-analyst variance driven by one analyst’s measurements, which may reflect human error when tak-
ing the measurement (e.g., typing error when entering the value). At least one flake consistently
appears as an outlier (ID = 58) for several variables due to the breakage of its distal part during trans-
port. We note the highest number of outliers for technological thickness and all four platform mea-
surement attributes, which were also the variables that had lower—albeit substantial—
agreement between analysts (IRR >0.6 and <0.8). Large inter-analyst variance in maximum dimension
and technological measurements may be due to specific flake shapes (see above). For example, high
inter-analyst variance in maximum size seems to occur when the flake maximum dimension is similar
to the maximum width (see Figure 8). Inter-analyst variance occurs when the flakes have shapes that
vary widely in width (e.g., flakes with expanding edges in the proximal part and convergent edges in
the distal portion). Variance in thickness and width measurements may also occur on flakes with large
and thick platforms and prominent bulbs, potentially inducing errors while measurements are taken
despite the definitions provided (i.e., thickness and width should be measured independently from
the platform).

Platform measurements seem more likely to vary between analysts when flakes have a cortical plat-
form or no clear delimitation of the platform (e.g., Figure 9, ID9). In the case of débordant (core edge)
flakes, issues occur with a blurred line between the platform and the lateral side of the flake (e.g., a
relict platform unrelated to the removal of the flake). The large difference in recording dorsal cortex
and dorsal scar count appeared to be due to diverse definitions for cortex—in particular, whether there
should be a difference between cortex and naturally fractured or weathered surfaces—and what scar
types should be counted (see Figure 9). Flakes with a higher inter-analyst variance seem to have a spe-
cific set of characteristics (including irregular shape, offset of technological axis compared to maxi-
mum dimension, cortical platforms), and they are often débordant flakes. In assemblages in which
these categories of flakes are few, as in this experimental assemblage, there will be a nonsignificant
impact on comparative analyses. Still, for the ones that include high proportions of such flakes, com-
parative studies should consider the issues raised here.

Does the Inclusion of Images in Definitions Impact Inter-Analyst Replicability?

In seeking to understand potential sources of variation within the group, we considered how visual aids
in defining our attributes reduced inter-analyst replicability. The group predicted that analysts would
code attributes with images in their definitions more reliably.

Comparisons between nominal attributes with and without images in their definitions show that
the presence/absence of images does not significantly impact inter-analyst replicability (F [1,14] =
0.4, p = 0.53). The same is true for our ratio-scale and discrete attributes (F [1,21] = 0.01, p = 0.9).
The best-performing discrete attribute (total dorsal scar counts) showed the highest IRR values for
this attribute class. Still, it lacked a visual aid, as did many of our high-performing attributes.
Although the nominal attributes’ group mean differences are not significant, the IRR score variability
around the mean seems different. It appears that including images in definitions reduces nominal attri-
bute IRR variability. However, the sample size of nominal attributes with images is too small to make
statistical conclusions. We hesitate to generalize too much from our sample because our definitions
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were either taken from existing texts or arrived at after considerable group discussion. We hypothesize
that our within-group consensus is higher than one would encounter among naive users of our record-
ing system.

Do Differences in Lithic Flaking Systems Impact Inter-Analyst Replicability?

For a recording system like ours to achieve maximum comparability across sites and time, it needs to
be robust to differences in lithic reduction strategies. To test the hypothesis that our recording system is
insensitive to reduction strategy, we ran our mixed effects models separately on the two flaking systems
(recurrent unidirectional Levallois and migrating multiplatform). We then compared the IRR results
for each of our three attribute classes (ratio, discrete, and nominal). This comparison allowed us to
track differences in replicability between these two broad reduction strategies. If our recording system
is insensitive to reduction strategy differences, we should see minor differences in IRR values between
the two assemblages (IRR <0.2).

Figure 5 presents the IRR assemblage difference variance contributions for our ratio-scale attributes.
Negative values show lower IRR values in the Levallois assemblage, whereas positive values show lower
IRR values in the multiplatform multidirectional assemblage. The data show minor inter-analyst rep-
licability differences for all 17 attributes between the two lithic technological systems. About half (8/17)
of these differences come from the multiplatform multidirectional assemblage. Technological thickness
measurements at the flake proximal and distal ends show similarly high inter-analyst replicability dif-
ferences in the two assemblages. The fact that knappers distribute mass across the flake differently in
these two flaking systems likely drives these thickness differences (Tostevin 2012). This difference is
because technologically driven variables can impact the recording of flake thickness at specific points
along a flake’s margin.

Figure 6 presents the IRR assemblage difference variance contributions for our discrete-scale attri-
butes. These attributes concern flake scar patterns counted in different flake sectors. Again, we see
minimal inter-analyst replicability differences for these five attributes between the two lithic reduction

Figure 5. Comparisons of the ratio-scale inter-analyst replicability differences on our two assemblages. Levallois values are
arbitrarily converted to negative numbers for graphical reasons.
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strategies. Surprisingly, most (4/5) of these differences come from the Levallois assemblage. It is impor-
tant to note that in at least one commonly used lithic recording system (Van Peer 1992), counting flake
scar patterns according to flake sectors is an important component of diagnosing variability within the
Levallois approach.

Figure 6. Comparisons of the
discrete-scale inter-analyst replica-
bility differences on our two
assemblages. Levallois values are
arbitrarily converted to negative
numbers for graphical reasons.

Figure 7. Comparisons of the nominal attribute inter-analyst replicability differences on our two assemblages. Levallois val-
ues are arbitrarily converted to negative numbers for graphical reasons.
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Figure 7 presents the IRR assemblage difference variance contributions for our nominal attributes.
Most of these attributes (14/16) show minor inter-analyst replicability differences between the two
lithic technological systems. The data show an even split of the differences (n = 8) between the two
reduction strategies. Two notably high differences are in the platform morphology (difference =
−0.22) and reduction system attributes (difference = 0.93). These results show that analysts agreed
less on platform morphologies in the Levallois assemblage than in the multiplatform multidirectional
assemblage. They also show that analysts tended to agree when identifying a flake as belonging to the
Levallois reduction system, but they struggled to identify flakes from the multiplatform multidirec-
tional system.

Does an Analyst’s Experience and Quantitative Training Impact Inter-Analyst Replicability?

A final question concerns the impact of individual differences on inter-analyst replicability. Our ana-
lyst survey data (Supplemental Table 1) allowed us to determine three individual difference metrics
on the inter-analyst replicability outcomes: years of experience, training in quantitative methods, and
training in the chaîne opératoire approach. It seems reasonable to hypothesize that analysts with

Figure 8. Examples of flake outliers for the maximum dimension attribute. All flakes are oriented ventral face up according to
their technological axis, with their proximal part at the bottom. Values show different analysts’ range of values on each
flake. (Color online)
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greater quantitative training and expertise will more consistently record ratio and discrete-scale
attributes.

Here, we focus on how these measures impact the recording of attributes as they provide the most
straightforward means of assessing individual measurement performance relative to the group. To do
this, we first compared each analyst’s distance from the group’s average measurements. We then aver-
aged these values across an analyst’s suite of measures to derive a single performance metric. A sur-
prising result is that overall years of experience showed a nonsignificant relationship with
measurement performance (F [1, 7] = 0.2, R2 = 0.1, p = 0.65). Our average measurement performance
metric is significantly and positively correlated (F [1, 7] = 5.6, R2 = 0.39, p = 0.04) with an analyst’s self-
reported ranking of quantitative training levels (1 = lowest, 5 = highest).

Chaîne opératoire training levels show a negative but nonsignificant (F [1, 7] = 5, R2 = 0.33, p = 0.06)
relationship with the average measurement performance metric. There are at least two possible expla-
nations for this. First, most of the data we collected in this study align with more quantitative
approaches to lithic analysis. Although it is an oversimplification to state that chaîne opératoire
approaches are opposed to quantitative research (Soressi and Geneste 2011), they tend to emphasize
qualitative readings of artifacts. At least within our group, the data collected for this study were
more often unfamiliar to those analysts who employ a chaîne opératoire approach extensively. Less
experience in collecting some of the data described here likely drives some of the lower inter-rater rep-
licability. The second possibility is that individual responses to our basic survey overestimate or under-
estimate expertise in particular approaches among the group. Visual inspection of both these results

Figure 9. Examples of flake outliers for the dorsal cortex and dorsal scar count attribute. All flakes are oriented according to
their technological axis, with their proximal part at the bottom. Values show different analysts’ range of values on each
flake. (Color online)
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shows that the correlations are driven predominantly by individuals who report very low or high levels
of training in each field.

Discussion

We observe that ratio-scale attributes (e.g., maximum flake dimension and technological length)
show strong inter-analyst replicability scores, making them simple and immediately suitable for
comparative lithic analyses. The discrete-scale attributes, mostly concerned with dorsal negatives
on flakes, showed a comparatively low inter-analyst replicability score, likely due to the complexity
of identifying flake scar patterns. This result implies that inter-analyst variation stemmed from
dividing flakes into “sectors” (left, right, proximal, and distal) rather than the actual counting of dor-
sal scars and with differences in counting scars occurring in specific sectors versus originating from
specific sectors. However, proximal scars performed better than the other sectors. This difference is
likely because flakes originating from the proximal end can—often do—retain initiations, making
their orientation easier to work out, whereas those from the laterals are more difficult to position.
It is important for future work to address these results in more detail because these arbitrary sectors
are a central part of several systems used to describe unretouched flakes (e.g., Crew 1975; Tostevin
2012; Van Peer 1992). Finally, our nominal attributes showed more variation in inter-analyst repli-
cability scores, suggesting that additional work is required to ensure that they are reliable for future
comparative research.

Why Do Certain Attributes Show Lower Inter-Analyst Replicability Scores and How Can
Comparability Be Increased?

Our study showed that increased attribute state counts significantly decrease inter-analyst replica-
bility. More choices increase the chance that analysts code features in different ways. A simple fix
would be to collapse certain attribute states into more manageable and reliable classes. However,
for platform morphology and directionality, the analysts selected four or more different attribute
states for 30% to 60% of the flakes, respectively. This result suggests that it is unlikely that
collapsing certain attribute states would provide a satisfying solution for the lower agreement val-
ues on these variables (see Supplemental Table 22). Future work could test whether reducing attri-
bute state counts in more complex nominal attributes will allow analysts to track meaningful
variability.

Flake and platform shapes and certain technological features (e.g., thick bulbs of percussion) created
several issues for the attributes’ IRR scores. We cannot deal with flake shape and technological vari-
ability simply because lithic artifacts have widely variable shapes and technical features. However, our
results show that attribute states such as “amorphous” or “indeterminate” can create uncertainty for
analysts taking specific measurements. Still, they do not impact the overall agreement between analysts
(see Supplemental Figure 1). The “indeterminate” attribute state serves as a placeholder for times when
analysts cannot code a specific attribute but intend to note that there is clear uncertainty with that
decision. Future work should look to understand better the flake qualities “indeterminate” states
describe and to explain better how the word “indeterminate” is used (e.g., “it cannot be determined”
vs. “I cannot determine it”).

Our study did not observe any effect of years of experience on analyst performance. Instead, we
found significant training background effects. This result suggests that increasing replicability in lithic
analysis is more about changing training than increasing experience per se. We suggest that training
programs including mixed basic quantitative methods and chaîne opératoire–like instructions might
help standardize similar lithic attribute analyses. Our group agreed on a unified set of definitions
for all the study’s attributes and yet, we still found significant inter-analyst differences in some attri-
butes. This result suggests that programs need to provide training to analysts wishing to engage in
comparative lithic research, including beta-testing attribute definitions before engaging in primary
data collection.

We included illustrations in our attribute definitions, where possible, to increase inter-analyst rep-
licability. Our results show that these images did not significantly impact inter-analyst replicability.
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One reason is that static images provide a snapshot of the more dynamic measurement process. They
also represent one’s interpretation of an idealized and specific attribute that does not necessarily cap-
ture how analysts measure attributes on variable artifacts. Regardless, images provide a useful set of
information that can help strandardize recording systems and that might be more helpful for naive
analysts learning to identify specific attributes.

Do Differences in Lithic Flaking Systems Impact Inter-Analyst Replicability?

Our two assemblages show minor differences in inter-analyst replicability. We can identify specific
areas where greater IRR differences arise between the two assemblages. These include analysts’ diffi-
culties in classifying Levallois platforms, measuring technological thickness, and identifying flakes
from the multiplatform multidirectional cores (in the absence of those cores). This result shows biases
and weaknesses in existing datasets that researchers could address in future analyses. Notably, the
study’s recording system is robust to differences in technological strategies, and researchers can use
it to compare these technological variants. Given how representative these two flaking systems are
of MSA (and Middle Paleolithic) technological variability, our findings are therefore likely to be gen-
eralizable to flakes made from other core reduction strategies.

How Do Our Results Compare to Prior Inter-Analyst Replicability Lithic Studies?

The previous studies listed in Table 1 agree that inter-analyst replicability is an issue that researchers
should address more thoroughly in lithic analysis. Unfortunately, most of these studies suffer in having
few analysts, a small number of tested attributes, small lithic samples, and they generally serve as a
starting point for further comparative lithic analyses. With some notable exceptions (e.g., Gnaden
and Holdaway 2000; Proffitt and de la Torre 2014), these studies also lack quantitative assessment
of inter-analyst replicability. As a further caveat, we did not examine accuracy as some experiments
have done (e.g., Gnaden and Holdaway 2000; Proffitt and de la Torre 2014)—testing measurements
against a true standard or “correct answer.”

In common with this study, Fish (1978) and Gnaden and Holdaway (2000) found metric attri-
butes such as length or thickness highly reliable. Maximum width and platform thickness performed
well in our study, as they did for Fish (1978) and Wilmsen and Robert (1978), but they showed high
inter-analyst variability in another experiment (Gnaden and Holdaway 2000). These latter authors
attributed some of the systematic errors to differences in definitions that we ruled out in our
study, underlining their general importance. The high variance in recording dorsal cortex aligns
our study with others (Fish 1978; Gnaden and Holdaway 2000), demonstrating the need for more
precise definitions of what researchers should consider “true” cortical faces. Interestingly, cortex
identification on dorsal surfaces was among the most reliable attributes in another experiment on
an Oldowan assemblage (Proffitt and de la Torre 2014), which may speak more to raw material
differences between these studies. As our study did, Proffitt and de la Torre (2014) found that the
direction of dorsal negatives compared poorly among researchers. Although our study found sub-
stantial to strong IRR values for many attributes (>0.6), Proffitt and de la Torre (2014) report mostly
moderate levels of agreement (0.4–0.6), which likely stemmed from their use of three different raw
materials, including quartzite, which performed the worst. Chert, which we used, had the highest
agreement values among their analysts. Driscoll’s (2011) quartz-based study also found low replica-
bility between observers for several discrete variables. Timbrell and colleagues’ (2022) recent study
examined shape variable replicability via outline 2D GMM and linear measurements. They found
inter-analyst error to be low enough for accurate analyses with both methods. Unfortunately, no pre-
vious study had ratio, discrete, and nominal variables in their design, precluding comparisons to this
experiment on the level of different measurement scales.

Limitations and Recommendations

We hope to overcome several limitations in future studies, including testing the impact of different raw
materials and including a greater range of flake production strategies. Unretouched flakes comprise
only one (if the most abundant) component of the Paleolithic record that lithic analysts study. The
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extent to which we can extend our broad measures of inter-analyst replicability to other artifact classes
(e.g., cores and retouched tools) is unknown.

Another area for future research is the need to understand different sources of variation in lithic
data. Random variation about the mean can arise due to minor differences in data collection. More
worrisome are differences that occur because of systematic errors, which stem from unclear definitions
that affect a measurement’s central tendency (Gnaden and Holdaway 2000). Figure 2 shows the range
of CV values for our ratio-scale variables, which despite ranging from roughly 0.01 to 0.15, are still very
low when compared to any non-machine-based method of data collection (cf. Eerkens and Lipo 2005).
This result suggests that random variation, although present in our study, is relatively modest.
Systematic errors are likely more difficult to detect but were undoubtedly present in our dataset, espe-
cially in our efforts to measure exterior platform angle using the modified caliper method initially
described by Dibble and Bernard (1980).

One major limitation of our study is that we do not track variations in exterior platform angle and
flake curvature measurements. We currently have little basis other than two studies (Andrefsky 2005;
Dibble and Bernard 1980) from which to assess these attributes’ effectiveness. Our group could not
reliably use the modified caliper method as published by Dibble and Bernard (1980), and future
work should aim to retest and refine this method. There is also a general implicit assumption
among many lithic analysts that platform angles and curvature values are difficult to measure accu-
rately. Addressing this issue could require 3D scans on new software to record exterior platform

Table 3. Recommended Attributes Showing Strong Inter-Analyst Replicability Scores (>0.8) in the Current Study.

Attribute Units Data type

General metric descriptors

Mass g Ratio

Maximum dimension mm Ratio

Maximum width mm Ratio

Maximum thickness mm Ratio

Technological measures

Technological length mm Ratio

Technological maximum width mm Ratio

Technological maximum thickness mm Ratio

Reduction intensity measures

Total dorsal scar count Nominal

Platform cortex presence/absence Categorical

Reduction strategy indicators

Initiation type Categorical

Kombewa Categorical

Reduction system Categorical

Platform lipping Categorical

Bulb (?) Categorical

Flake termination Categorical

Flake form Categorical

Completeness measures

Flake completeness Categorical
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angle and flake curvature accurately (Valletta et al. 2020; Yezzi-Woodley et al. 2021). It remains uncer-
tain how these patterns of inter-analyst variation might impact assemblage-level comparisons.
Although costly and impractical on larger lithic assemblages with hundreds or thousands of speci-
mens, such research would produce results of broad relevance to comparative lithic analysts.

Based on our current study, we identify several ways to advance replicability in stone tool analysis.
First, a standard set of transparent, clear, and agreed-upon definitions of attributes are necessary for
any comparative study. Ratio-scale attributes fared by far the best, and key attributes such as mass,
maximum dimension, technological length, maximum width, and thickness are easy to record.
They can form a good comparative baseline, given that many researchers already use them. Many
nominal attributes showed higher replicability than expected by us and likely others—such as flake
form—and increasing comparability can further be achieved by decreasing the number of attribute
states in some cases.

In contrast, many attributes associated with flake shape showed lower replicability in our study. As a
way forward, we recommend increasing sample sizes while using photogrammetry or
morphometric methods designed to capture shape quantitatively (e.g., Bretzke and Conard 2012;
Grosman et al. 2008; Iovita 2011; Magnani et al. 2020; Ranhorn et al. 2019). Ideally, we should explore
these options using approaches that are increasingly accessible as costs decline and that researchers can
capture on widely available devices (e.g., Cerasoni et al. 2022; Porter et al. 2016). The same goes for
measuring angles (such as EPA) and curvature. For data recording, analysts should use relational
databases built using programs such as E4, instead of spreadsheets. Instruction should ideally work
with static images and dynamic visuals, such as short training videos showing how to measure in
three dimensions. Moreover, researchers might more reliably record some variables (i.e., flake scar sec-
tors) on images rather than actual implements.

Our results show that enhancing replicability in comparative studies in the MSA, or any other
period, is not dependent on experience but rather on basic training in quantitative methods. To be
clear, quantitative data are not “better” than more qualitative interpretations. They are simply more
replicable, and illustrations and technological readings using chaîne opératoire and allied approaches
remain an essential component of lithic analysis because they provide complementary information.

As stated at the outset, this project’s initial and long-term goal was to assemble large datasets to
explore patterning at the subcontinental and smaller scales across Africa, also making use of the enor-
mous quantities of data already gathered by researchers over the last decades. Based on our experiences
thus far and the results presented above, Table 3 lists those variables (n = 17) that we consider reliable
when compiling datasets (published or otherwise) collected by different individuals for comparative
ends, using definitions consistent with those we used here. Note that Table 3 provides general guide-
lines for interpreting inter-analyst replicability, with values >0.6 considered “substantially” reliable
(Cohen 1960). However, our results stem from definitions and protocols extensively worked out
through hundreds of hours of collaborative conversation and writing. We cannot extend these mea-
sures uncritically to other research teams. Consequently, we take a more conservative view, favoring
those variables that have IRR scores of >0.8 and that showed minimal effects of interactions with
other variables. We group the attributes according to potential uses for exploring a range of lithic arti-
fact research questions, including basic metric parameters, flake propagation measures, measures of
reduction intensity, core reduction strategies, and basic flake breakage indicators.

Conclusions

The issue of data comparability is particularly acute in the analysis of lithic (stone) artifacts that dom-
inate the Paleolithic record. Addressing this issue, we presented the most extensive study yet on rep-
licability in lithic analysis based on a total of 11 analysts, 100 lithics, 38 attributes, and hundreds of
hours of collaborative conversation and writing. Although initially geared toward the African
Middle Stone Age record, based on the diverse range of experience of the participating researchers,
this study has broad applicability to analyzing stone tools across all regions and periods. The most
salient finding of our study is that the 11 international expert lithic analysts performed well across
many of the attributes tested in the study. Ratio-scale attributes fared the best, but several
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nominal-scale attributes showed promise when used with the definitions provided in this study. We
conclude that high replicability in lithic analysis is possible, providing the baseline for any comparative
study, at least under specific methodological designs. Apart from its general relevance for the field of
lithic analysis, this finding is important given this project’s original goal of comparing lithic assem-
blages across the MSA of Africa, including datasets already collected by researchers and new ones.
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